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Category:Malaysian documentary filmsJust about anyone who has watched the 2012 season closely can point to one thing that
has changed the game for the better over the last six weeks: Two-tight end sets. The Patriots' success as a team with just a one-
tight end set has been the one constant in a season that has changed every week. And now, the same set plays are working again
against the Falcons. In this case, the combination of the two tight ends is Rob Gronkowski and Aaron Hernandez. Yes, that’s the
same combination that delivered the ball down the field to Wes Welker to set up the game-winning field goal against the Ravens

in the AFC Championship Game. Even though the Ravens’ game plan tried to stop the Patriots on that fateful play, what has
changed from week to week is the effectiveness of the two tight end look. Look, for the purposes of this article, we’re going to
talk about the exact same play against the Ravens that Welker ran against the Falcons. That’s exactly what this article is about.

Here is the play: The Ravens are in a Cover 2 shell on the defensive side. With their defensive backs dropping to the deep third,
the linebackers will close on the tight ends on the snap. The center and left guard exchange their responsibilities on the play; the
center will block the nose tackle while the left guard will take the defensive end. This is the same look as the Patriots’ offense
showed against the Falcons. Patriots offensive coordinator Bill O’Brien drew up a similar play against Atlanta with the same

personnel groupings. Gronkowski comes on the play at the top of the screen. He gets the attention of the Falcons linebacker in
the middle of the field. The cornerback on the bottom of the screen, meanwhile, looks to get on the boundary receiver. He
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